
BE A LEADER02 “Every flower is a soul blossoming in nature.”
GÉRARD DE NERVAL, FRENCH WRITER AND POET

BLOG OF THE WEEKGOD AND I 

Isuffered from depression as a child
and had to visit a doctor for medica-
tion often.  My friends were aware of
my condition. Most of them were very
understanding. They would lend a help-

ing hand whenever I needed it. I will always
be very grateful to my friends and family
who have helped me tide through those bad
days. By the time I reached 10th grade, I
was almost cured of my condition. My doc-
tor gave me a clean chit and said I was no
longer suicidal. We were overjoyed. My par-
ents celebrated that day because they felt I
could finally lead a normal life. I was very
happy too. 

I shared this news with my friends and
teachers the other day in school. They all
appeared to be happy. But all this changed
within a week. My classmates started behav-

ing weirdly with me. No one wanted to share
my lunch. They would keep away from me. My
teachers talked to me about the illness”and
asked me if I would be able to follow a nor-
mal class routine like the other “normal”
children. They wanted to know if I should get
enrolled into the special child category. I felt

B
orn as a leader
or made one? I
think the an-
swer is fairly

straight – that people
emerge as leaders as
they gain wisdom and
skills over time and
learn to inspire follow-
ers. Leaders require to
be tactical and proac-
tive to be able to make
use of the opportuni-
ties that come along
the way. They need to
be adaptable to embrace
different styles of lead-
ership as applicable to
different situations. But
what are these leader-
ship styles that leaders
can apply? Continuing
our journey to know
more about different
leadership styles, we
present the next in the
line leadership style:
Visionary Leader. 

A visionary leader
inspires his followers to
work in tandem towards
a common goal and
shared view of the fu-
ture. She/he helps the
followers to see how
they are contributing to-
wards the goal they en-
visioned together, which
keeps them motivated to
work towards sincerely.

This leadership style
best works while start-
ing a new venture. The
team looks up to the
leader for a clear direc-
tion to follow since
everything is quite ex-
perimental and new for
the team. When the
leader shares his/her
views of the future, it
helps the team under-
stand their exact role in
reaching that future
state and also how im-
portant or critical they
are to the success of the
venture. This helps in
building up the com-
mitment and passion in
the team to work to-
wards the goal together. 

Among the traits of
a visionary leader, the
major one is that of a
strategic thinker as the
leader thinks of possi-
ble future outcomes and
prepares a way out and
strategies for the same.
Mostly visionary lead-
ers are known for their
charismatic behaviour
and great communica-
tion skills to be able to
relay their future 
visions to the team of
followers. 
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LET’S SHOW THEM
SOME LOVE 

very upset that day. But I didn’t let that
attitude bother me too much. This reac-
tion continued for days and weeks and
months. My good friends thought I was
mad. They kept asking me about whether
I had bouts of madness, whether I would
bite when I was angry, whether I get elec-
tric shocks... the questions were very dis-
turbing. I could have easily slipped into
another phase of depression if it were not
for my will power. 

I had decided never to go back to that
state of being again. I am glad. Through
this blog, I only want to reach out to other
students and tell them depression is very
common. It should be treated with utmost
care and affection. It is not easy for any-
one to deal with mental problems. Let’s
not make it any more difficult. 

ARYAN SINGH, DELHI (WE HAVE WITHHELD THE CLASS AND

NAME OF THE SCHOOL) 

SPECIAL SERIES 

W hat are you guided
by? Why do you do
what you do? And
what do you think
your purpose is?

These philosophical questions
on a frequent basis will help keep
you grounded and provide per-
spective. A set of core values is
the source of greatness for the
most successful, happy people

the world has ever
known. JK Rowling,
Steve Jobs, Michael Jor-
dan, Oprah Winfrey, all built
their life on values. You can,
too. Life coach Pradeep 
Goswami, through real-life ex-
amples, explains the impor-
tance of these core values and
why you should imbibe them
in your life... A report 

FIRE
WHAT’S FIRE, YOU ASK? Fire is
enthusiasm. It’s unbridled passion
and excitement for living your life
on your terms. Fire is named as
such, because it lights the first
inside of us and wills us to carry on
towards our goals and dreams. I
watched this last summer as

Simone Biles, an extremely talent-
ed and passionate gymnast, won
four gold medals and one bronze 
at the Olympic Games. I noticed in
every interview how she celebrated
with her teammates, Simone Biles
is a woman who lives with fire 
and incredible passion for what 
she does. 

“I’d rather regret the risks that didn’t work out than the chances I
didn’t take at all.” — Simone Biles

I say if I’m beautiful. I say if I’m strong. You will not determine
my story? I will.” — Amy Schumer

CONFIDENCE
A major component of confidence
is the value you place on yourself.
Confidence is about the faith you
have in your abilities, the person
you are, and how you view your
most important relationship – the
one with yourself. It’s why I used
the quote from  actor Amy

Schumer. She’s used confidence
to rise to the top of her profession.
It keeps her balanced and ground-
ed. It’s a powerful value that gives
so much definition to the core of
who she is. The same can be said

for you. Confidence
gives us the strength

to pursue our goals,
it psyches us up to
get the opportunity

we’ve prepared and
dreamed about. Con-

fidence tells
the story of
who we truly

are in the most
authentic way

possible. It is our
representation of the

way we want to be seen
and how we want to see
ourselves. 

FEARLESSNESS
Don’t fear the future. And don’t
be afraid of what people you don’t
care about think of you. Only care
about what you and the people you
love think about you. Everything
else is noise. Have dignity. Do the
right thing and don’t fear the rest.

AUTHENTICITY
Be the same person at every
occasion in life. Don’t act
differently in front of your
parents, friends, classmates
and strangers. Stay your
true self. And never be
afraid of other people’s
judgments. The moment
you bow down to what peo-
ple think about you, you are
losing a part of yourself.
Never let that happen.

RESPONSIBILITY
Own your actions, mistakes and
current life situation. Understand
what’s in your control and fully own
it. Don’t like something? Change it.
But don’t take responsibility for
things that are not on your plate.
Focus on yourself. 

LOVE
Build intimate and deep
relationships with a few
people. Depth matters
more than breadth.
Spend more time with
your friends and class-
mates. Get to know your
siblings on a deeper lev-
el. Have two or three
friends that you spend
your time with. Love
your family. The people
you see every day
should get your highest
priority.

JOYFULNESS
Life is short. Do things that bring
you joy. And NEVER do some-
thing you hate for longer than is
necessary. Enjoy the small things.
Music, movies, working out, walk-
ing, laying down, reading, and so
forth.

CURIOSITY
Get to the bottom of
everything that you do. Not
because you must. But be-
cause it’s fun to know
things. Life is fascinating.
Acknowledge it. And then,
try to understand it. But
leave it at trying. Some
things can’t be understood.
But you can still admire it.

HONESTY
Honesty should be the
bedrock of your founda-
tion, as it will define who
you are before you even
allow others to know
more about you. If you al-
ways deal in the truth,
you’ll live a life with far
less worry. You can use

your analytical mind to
think of new ideas, rather
than lies and excuses.
Honest intentions in
speech and action gain
the attention and respect
of others. Honesty pro-
motes openness, empow-
ers us and enables us to
develop consistency in
how we present the facts.

“I have always wanted to deal with everyone I
meet candidly and honestly. If I have made any

assertion not warranted by facts, I will withdraw
it cheerfully.” — Michelle ObamaHARD WORK

What can be said that hasn’t already, about
working hard? Working hard, with focus
and desire is the key to getting ahead.
Michael Jordan knew that better than any-
one. After getting cut from his high school
varsity team in 10th grade, Jordan used

that as inspiration. He put in
hours every day getting stronger,
quicker, faster and better at the

game of basketball. No matter what you
want to do, you have to be in “the are-

na.” You have to spend time
working on your craft. If you

want to paint, then go do that. Start doing
it, then learn what it takes to be the best.

PERSEVERANCE
In Laura Hillenbrand’s
book, ‘Unbroken’, the real-
life story of American hero,
Louis Zamperini, we gain
insight into the remarkable
fortitude, courage and per-

severance that he exhibited
all throughout his life. In
particular, we gain insight
into his struggle with phys-
ical, emotional, mental and
spiritual challenges while
he was stuck at sea. Try to
emulate this perseverance.

“To persevere is impor-
tant to everybody. Don’t
give up, don’t give in.
There is always an
answer to everything.”
— Louis Zamperini

Send in your entries to embark on this
journey of leadership with us at
toinie175@gmail.com.
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BE A VISIONARY

LEADER

Seeker: What is God?
■ Jiddu Krishnamurti: All
the sacred books describe
what God is, but that descrip-
tion is not God. The word
‘God’ is not God, is it? To find
out what is true, your mind
must be free to inquire, which
means that it cannot merely
accept or believe. Your own
mind can create the image of
what it wants; it can imagine

God with a beard, or with one
eye; it can make him blue or
purple. So you have to be
aware of your own desires and
not be deceived by the projec-
tions of your own wants and
longings. If you are in sorrow
and want to be comforted, or
if you feel sentimental and ro-
mantic in your religious as-
pirations, eventually you will

create a God who will supply
what you want; but it will still
not be God. 
So, your mind must be com-
pletely free, and only then can

you find out what is true. Only
when you have this real free-
dom from external influences
as well as from your desires,
so that your mind is very clear
— only then is it possible to
find out what God is. But if
you merely sit down and spec-
ulate, then your guess is as
good as your guru’s, and equal-
ly illusory. On God, KFI ■

J Krishnamurti was an 
Indian philosopher & writer

A cowboy went to
church on a Sunday. When

he entered, he saw that he
and the preacher were the
only ones present. The
preacher asked the cowboy
if he wanted him to go
ahead and preach. The cow-
boy said, “I’m not too smart,
but if I went to feed my cat-
tle and if only one
showed up, I’d feed
him.” So the minister
began his sermon. One
hour passed, then two hours.
The preacher finally finished
and came down to ask the
cowboy how he liked the ser-
mon. The cowboy answered
slowly, “Well, I’m not smart,
but if I went to feed my cat-
tle and only one showed up,
I sure wouldn’t feed him all

the hay....”

http://www.speakingtree.in

Ramesh Bijlani 

Nice people who find
it difficult to say
‘no’ to anybody

end up being overbur-
dened with work, so much
work that it takes a heavy
toll on their efficiency
and well-being. Therefore,
they are often advised by
their well-wishers to
learn to say ‘no’. 

Saying ‘no’ is equally
important on the spiritu-
al path, and is called ‘re-

jection’.We should reject
everything that lowers our
consciousness. There are
two approaches to getting
rid of our undesirable ele-
ments. One is to acquire the
knowledge and wisdom to
see the harm they can do,
and thereby gradually lose
the attraction for them. 

If we are not attracted
by the negativities, we will
not indulge in them. The
second approach is to force
ourselves to keep away from

what is not good. By using
such brute willpower, we
hope that one day we will
lose attraction for evil. 

Depending purely on
the force of willpower is
even worse, because it only
sends the weaknesses into
hiding, and they return
with a vengeance at the
least opportunity. Right
knowledge, right thinking,
reflection, and use of
willpower when the temp-
tation presents itself
should be combined for the
best possible results. ■

LEARN TO SAY 'NO'

Your mind must be
completely free, and
only then can you
find out what is true

‘DESIGN YOUR OWN GOD’FEED THE CATTLE

One should seek the
truth himself while 

profiting by the 
directions which have

reached us from ancient
sages and saints.

Leo TTolstoy
✥

Stimulate thyself, direct
thyself; thus protected
by thyself and full of

clear-seeing thou shalt
live always happy.

Dhammapada
✥

With realisation of one’s
own potential and 

self-confidence in one’s
ability, one can build a

better world. 
The XXIV DDalai LLama

✥

Wherever you go, no
matter what the 

weather, always bring
your own sunshine. 
Anthony JJ DD’Angelo

SACRED
SPACE

Direct Yourself

CHRIS HEMSWORTH, ACTOR
Faith is a very personal matter. I
think it gives people a sense
of security to believe in
something that is superior
to them. They feel they can
afford to be wrong some-
times because someone is
looking after them. There is
some guidance. We could all
do with positive energies
around us. This energy helps
us be more goal-oriented and
not be worried about failing.
We know there is a second
chance for us. The belief in a
superior being makes us more
confident of the choices that
we make in our life. 

YOU WANT TO BLOG?
Do you want to share a motivational thought,
speak about something in the universe that
bothers you, want to write about mythologi-
cal stories that people haven’t heard before
or you just want to pour your heart out

about matters related to the spiritual world?
Just write 250 words and send it to us at
times.nie@timesgroup.com. You can even log
onto www.toistudent.com and post your blog
in the OMG section. Just make sure the post
is original, crisp and not too wordy!  


